
 

   

       
 

Tuesday, 6 November 2018 
 

20 NSW Creatives awarded 2018/19 Arts & Culture 
Fellowships  

 
Twenty NSW-based artists and creatives have been selected to receive prestigious 2018/19 Create 
NSW Fellowships, sharing over $375,000 in funding to undertake self-directed professional 
development programs and career advancement across the State. 
 
Eleven recipients will share $303,276 in funding to enable new Creative Development Fellowships, 
which provide up to $30,000 per recipient for early to mid-career practitioners working across any 
artform or cultural practice who are seeking to build their leadership in their field. 
 
Nine recipients have been selected to share a further $73,650 for Young Creative Leaders 
Fellowships, which support emerging young leaders in NSW between the ages 18-25 working across 
any artform or cultural practice. This category offers funding of up to $10,000 per recipient, with this 
year’s Fellows also benefitting from a wider scope that supported applicants from all areas of the 
State. 
 
Executive Director for Create Investment and Engagement, Elizabeth W. Scott said, “I’m proud that 
our range of Fellowship opportunities continues to provide support for artists and creatives across 
all stages of their careers, and now has a wider geographic reach across the State. 
 
“This year’s recipients join an incredible list of past Fellows including Jonathan Jones, Andrea 
James, Khaled Sabsabi and Cathy Craigie amongst many others. 
 
“Each of our Fellows has proposed an intriguing and specialist program of development that we have 
no doubt will extend their skillsets and propel their careers further. We are very excited to see these 
plans take shape and about the opportunities that their Fellowships will deliver.” 
 
For further information on arts, screen and cultural funding, including targeted support opportunities, 
visit www.create.nsw.gov.au or email arts.funding@create.nsw.gov.au.  
 
ENDS 
 
Further information about the Fellowship recipients are listed on the following pages. 
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Further information about the 2018/19 Fellows: 
 

Biographies 
 

Creative Development Fellowships 
 
Vyvienne Abla (Bankstown, Western Sydney), $30,000 
Vyvienne has been working in the music and creative arts industry for 15 years. In 2007 she founded Vyva 
Entertainment using hip hop and music culture to empower others. Abla’s work focuses on integrating industry, 
education and community to create unique pathways for youth, artists and professionals. Over the years her 
work has gained attention internationally, and she has been invited to New Zealand, USA, UK, Europe and the 
Middle East to speak about her work in Western Sydney. Abla was one of 19 participants selected for the 
Future Leaders Program with the Australia Council for the Arts 2018.  
 

• Program of Activity: Advanced Professional Development Program in the EU, UK & Arab World  

• Vyvienne will reengage with four organisations that she has previously engaged with, to further 
assist in her journey of personal and professional growth through advanced development 
opportunities. Host organisations include: Shubbak Festival – London, UK, Collectif Kahraba – 
Hammana, Lebanon, New Theatre Institute of Latvia – Riga, Latvia and the Community Music 
Activities Commission (CMA) – Helsinki, Finland. 

 
Nick Atkins (Parramatta, Western Sydney), $30,000 
Nick has been working as a playwright and director in Western Sydney for the past 10 years. Currently he is 
Director, New Work for Q Theatre at The Joan. Over the past three years he has directed new writing projects 
for Q Theatre including Teacup in a Storm (2016) by Noëlle Janaczewska and Daisy Moon Was Born This 
Way (2017) by Emily Sheehan. Recently he was invited to develop his latest work Boom as part of the National 
Play Festival 2018 with the support of Playwriting Australia and National Theatre of Parramatta. Atkins studied 
performance at UNSW graduating with first-class honours and received the Cate Blanchett Prize for Practice 
Based Research. Atkins currently lives and works in Western Sydney and sits on the boards of PACT & Theatre 
Network NSW. 
 

• Program of Activity: A program focused on writing for theatre in Western Sydney  

• Nick’s fellowship program involves 12 months of activity designed to develop his expertise as both 
a playwright and director of new writing through direct practice, extended research and deepening 
collaborations. His program will involve an international residency, two new work intensives, one 
mentorship and three partnerships with leading Western Sydney arts organisations.  

 
Ghenoa Gela (Rockdale, Sydney), $30,000 
Ghenoa is a Sydney-based independent artist of Torres Strait Islander descent. Gela’s artistic and cultural 
practice began as a child and consists of over 32 years of Torres Strait Islander traditional dance knowledge, 
which Gela continues to work with today as a director, facilitator and mentor in Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander community programs. 
 

• Program of Activity: Creative development of her new work Usar’s Malungoka 

• Ghenoa’s fellowship will include creative development of and mentorship for her newest dance 
theatre work Usar’s Malungoka. This will include cultural and practice mentorship from Force 
Majeure Artistic Director Danielle Micich, and Ilbijerri Theatre Company Artistic Director Rachael 
Maza. 

 
Daniel Graham (Lane Cove, Sydney), $22,650 
Daniel has worked with major theatre and other performing arts companies and organisations including The 
Ensemble, MTC, Opera Australia, Victorian Opera, Bell Shakespeare and Belvoir. Graham has been a regular 
attendee at the Australian Theatre Forum and appeared as a panel speaker on diversity and disability in the 
arts at the last forum in Adelaide in 2017. Graham has spoken on two panels at the Sydney Opera House, 
where he also conducted a disability-focused theatre and education workshop. Graham holds a BA and a 
Masters of Contemporary Arts (Theatre Directing) from the University of Tasmania and Honours in 
Performance Studies from the University of Sydney. 
 

• Program of Activity: Research development of Access Centres in the UK supporting artists with 
Neuro-Diversity 

• As a trained Theatre Director with disability involved in advocacy activities on behalf of fellow artists 
with neuro-diverse issues, Daniel will build on his initial research into UK Access Departments in 
Theatre and performance organisations by undertaking visits and interviews, as well as interviews 
with neuro-diverse disability artists about what activities have assisted their careers. 

 
 
 



 

Jeremy Hawkes (Lismore, Richmond-Tweed), $30,000 
Jeremy has been a practicing artist and arts worker for over 25 years, with a long history of exhibiting in 
Australia and overseas and a well-documented career in community arts and cultural development. In recent 
years, Hawkes has received further recognition as a professional artist and advocate who lives with disability. 
Hawkes holds post-graduate qualifications from the Victorian College of the Arts and RMIT University. Hawkes 
has been living in regional NSW for the past four years. 
 

• Program of Activity: Studio R&D and international residency at Berlin Institute of Art  

• Jeremy’s 12-month creative development program will include a 12-week residency in Berlin, 
attendance at Berlin Art week and the ‘push.conference’ in Munich, plus online skills development 
courses and collaborations. 

 
Tamlyn Magee (Bega, South Eastern), $17,766 
Tamlyn is an emerging artist based in regional NSW. Magee has played at the Darwin Fringe Festival, Wide 
Open Spaces and The Desert Song Festival, and has supported numerous acts at festivals and on tour 
including Xavia, BB Sabina, Resin Moon, Candice McLeod and Grim Tilla. This year Magee released her debut 
EP Twentythree, produced by award-winning producer Dave Crowe and featuring Xavia Nou. 
 

• Program of Activity: Developing Anactoria  

• Tamlyn will undertake a residency in Melbourne to develop new and existing solo work, with 
guidance from three industry professionals to upgrade her skills in live performance, songwriting, 
music technology, and promotion/business. The program will involve studio time in which she will 
‘demo’ 10-12 songs and take one song to completion, to be released according to an effective 
promotional strategy. 

 
Randa Sayed (Bankstown, Western Sydney), $28,529.31 
Randa (performing under the pseudonym Aanisa Vylet), is a Western Sydney artist from an Arab-Islamic 
background. She has worked as a stage and screen actress and writer for the ABC, Foxtel, Matchbox Pictures, 
Sydney Theatre Company, Monkey Baa Theatre Company, Sport for Jove and Information & Cultural 
Exchange. Her first theatre production The Girl premiered in 2016 and was shortlisted for the Phillip Parsons 
Playwriting award. She developed the sequel, The Woman, which was shown as part of the National Theatre 
of Parramatta's 2018 main-stage season. She holds a Bachelor of Performance from the University of Western 
Sydney 
 

• Program of Activity: A Professional Development Program in France, Lebanon and Spain  

• Randa aims to develop her practice and contribute to the expansion of Australia's Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse narratives on stage by continuing her study of physical theatre at the 
prestigious École Philippe Gaulier theatre school in France and undertaking two theatre-making 
residencies (in Lebanon and Spain) hosted by Hammana Artist House.  

 
Ju Shih Li (Ryde, Sydney), $27,600 
Ju is an artist who has exhibited internationally and undertaken residency programs in China and Thailand. 
She was invited to exhibit at the Shenzhen International Art Expo in China, the Taoxichuan Ceramic Museum’s 
grand opening exhibition as well as Jingdezhen Ceramic Museum of China. Ju Shih Li holds an Honors degree 
from the National Art School. 
 

• Program of Activity: Professional development and research program across Sydney, Taiwan and 
China  

• Ju will undertake a 12-month long research and experimental project in Sydney, Taipei and 
Jingdezhen, China, culminating in a solo museum exhibition at the New Taipei City Yingge 
Ceramics Museum. 

 
Dr Kate Smith (Bathurst, Central West), $30,000 

Kate’s work engages audiences across stage, screen and radio, encompassing stand-up, playwriting, 

community arts practice and creative mentoring. Smith has been named in top five best actors in comedy, 

(Suzy Goes See 'Best of 2016'), and her shows have sold-out at Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Hong Kong Fringe, 

Darlinghurst Theatre, Philadelphia Live Arts and Seymour Centre. She has developed works commissioned 

by Bathurst Memorial Entertainment Centre (Kidnapped, 2014) and Merrigong Theatre (The No Chance in Hell 

Hotel in 2006 and The Itch in 2010). Smith holds a PhD and is also an academic researching immersive 

performance, role and spectator/performer dynamics.  
 

• Program of Activity: Creative Development 

• Dr Smith will be undertaking a broad range of professional development including being mentored 
and participating in classes and training opportunities in Australia and overseas.  

 
 



 

Elyssa Sykes-Smith (Kiama, Illawarra), $30,000 
Elyssa is an artist whose work encompasses site-specific sculpture, installation, performance and public art, 
and seeks to distil complex, psychological human experiences and states of mind into a multisensory 
experience. Her works are created in response to specific architectural and natural environments and aim to 
encourage audiences to experience an environment from an altered perspective and connect to an artwork 
through a visceral, embodied response. 
 

• Program of Activity: Mentorship with Nigel Christensen & professional development program in 
London/Sydney  

• Elyssa’s professional and skills development program will include a mentorship with Sound 
Designer Nigel Christensen; experimentation and development of new work for a solo exhibition at 
the Shoalhaven Regional Gallery; research in collaboration with Sub-Structured Loss Centre 
London + AIR as well as skills and knowledge development via a series of short courses in Sydney 
and London. 

 
Emele Ugavule (Canterbury, Sydney), $26,731 
Emele is a Tokelauan and Fijian woman, currently based in Sydney. Ugavule is a graduate of the Western 
Australian Academy of Performing Arts and the National Institute of Dramatic Art. She has performed with 
Solange Knowles & the Chinati Foundation, as well as for Next Wave Festival, Mangere Arts Centre - Nga 
Tohu o Uenuku, The Joan, Griffin Theatre Company, Belvoir St and at Black Girl Magic, Yirramboi Festival, 
Transoceanic Visual Exchange. She has also worked in film and television, featuring in ABC and Playmaker 
Media's series, The Code. Ugavule is currently Associate Producer of Q Theatre's New Works at The Joan 
Sutherland Performing Arts Centre, Co-Artistic Director of Black Birds & the Creative Director of Talanoa. 
 

• Program of Activity: Fehuiakiga o Matagi Mai Tupuna - Exchanges of Winds with Ancestors  

• Emele will undertake a program of professional development through artist residencies, skills 
development and mentorship in the field of live performance and theatre over the course of 12 
months in Australia, Fiji and New Zealand.  

 

Young Creative Leaders Fellowships 
 
Daniel Breda (Wollongong, Keira), $10,000 
Daniel is an Wollongong-based emerging artist working primarily in painting and virtual reality. He completed 
a Master of Fine Art at the National Art School Sydney in 2016. 
 

• Program of Activity: Creative Development: Limitless > Limited  

• Daniel will undertake professional development training in VR at Academy Xi and stage an 
interactive Virtual Reality (VR) Art Exhibition. 

 
Ang Collins (Balmain, Sydney), $10,000 
Ang is an emerging playwright originally from Newcastle. She completed her Bachelor of Arts (Languages) at 
the University of Sydney in 2016 and graduated with a Master of Fine Arts (Writing for Performance) from 
NIDA in 2018. She has been a participant at Australian Theatre for Young People’s National Studio at 
Bundanon Trust in 2016. Her resulting short piece Blueberry Girl Grows Up was featured in ATYP’s Intersection 
in February 2017 and grew into Blueberry Play, which was shortlisted for the 2017 Griffin Award and received 
its premiere production as part of Griffin’s inaugural Batch Festival in April 2018. 
 

• Program of Activity: Professional Development with Australian Theatre for Young People   

• Ang’s professional development program will see her develop a new play with mentorship and 
support from Australian Theatre for Young People, involving a commission and subsequent ongoing 
development, dramaturgy, workshops, and the eventual reading of a completed play.  

 
Bernadette Fam (St Marys, Western Sydney), $10,000 
Emerging performer Bernadette has worked with renowned industry leaders such as Leah Pellinkhof, Hamish 
Pritchard, Luke Rogers and Danielle Maas to create bold dynamic works for both stage and screen. These 
works included Poo Shame, Vagina Curiousity and Other Things That Won't Kill You; a devised comedy which 
after a sold-out Sydney season, she took to the 2016 Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Bernadette is also a stage 
manager; having worked on Sydney Theatre School’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle and currently New 
Theatre’s What the Butler Saw in 2018. Fam graduated from Sydney Theatre School in 2017. 
 

• Program of Activity: Middle Where?: An exploration of Arabic-Australian life in Western Sydney 

• Bernadette’s creative development program will consist of two secondments and an internship. 
She will then apply her newfound knowledge on the creation of an interdisciplinary verbatim piece 
titled Middle Where?, which will explore the real experiences and challenges facing Arabic-
Australian women living in Western Sydney.  

 
 



 

Ciaran Frame (Summer Hill, Sydney), $3,650 
Ciaran is a young composer, media artist and educator currently based in Sydney. His practice currently 
revolves around interactive and generative notation and performance systems in the field of ‘biomusic’. In 2018 
Frame travelled to Montreal to premiere his latest biomusic work Thallus at the TENOR conference for music 
notation, following a composition residency in the Arctic Circle as part of the Ars Bioarctica artist program. He 
has also recently presented at the 20th International Generative Art Conference and completed Ensemble 
Offspring’s renowned Hatched Academy for emerging composers. 
 

• Program of Activity: A professional development program in 'biomusic'  

• Ciaran will undertake an extended program of professional development for composition work in 
the field of ‘biomusic’. His program will involve collaboration with scientists, a mentorship and a 
residency as a means of generating meaningful outcomes for his future career, gaining music -
specific knowledge and a more precise creative direction.   

 
Joanna Joy (Rockdale, Sydney), $5,000 
Joanna is a multidisciplinary artist whose work blurs the boundaries between performance art and experimental 
theatre. She is currently studying Film and Law at the University of Technology Sydney. Her practice explores 
systems of power and aims to create platforms for new voices and experiences to emerge. Joy has worked 
with Kate Gaul, Lee Lewis and Fraser Corfield and recently took residence at the LungA Art School in Iceland 
and worked with performance artists Kit Johnson and the Hartvig brothers.  
 

• Program of Activity: A mentorship with Danielle O'Keefe & The House that Dan Built  

• Joanna has been offered a mentorship with female arts organisation The House That Dan Built. Her 
mentorship will involve weekly coaching and use of The Yellow Umbrella venue.  

 
Gillian Kayrooz (Newtown, Sydney), $5,000 
Gillian is an emerging artist from Western Sydney whose cross disciplinary practice challenges the 
commercialisation of suburbia, ethnicity, culture and tradition in the digital age. Currently she is undertaking 
Honours at the Sydney College of the Arts. 
  

• Program of Activity: An emerging artist development program in the Asia-Pacific Gillian will 
participate in an exhibition and residency at the Sean Gallery in Hong Kong before completing a 
residency at the Sapporo Tenjinyama Art Studio in Japan. These activities will follow the graduation 
from a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours) completed at the Sydney College of the Arts.  

 
Zachary Lopez (Newtown, Sydney), $10,000 
Zachary is an Australian-based contemporary dance performer and emerging choreographer. He has worked 
with Sydney Dance Company (SDC) as an associate artist and choreographer, is a founding member of WA’s 
dance company Co3 and has also collaborated and performed works by with The FARM with Gavin Webber, 
Opera Australia, Ochre Contemporary Dance Company and West Australian Opera. Zachary graduated from 
Queensland University of Technology with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2013. 
 

• Program of Activity: Developing new skills through cross cultural collaboration and mentorships  

• Zachary will develop his skills as a young NSW based dance artist by connecting with 
multidisciplinary organisations, engaging with the Multicultural Youth Network (NSW) and being 
mentored by acclaimed Australian choreographers Gavin Webber and Narelle Benjamin. He will 
also collaborate with emerging dancers to create movement with an intention to develop a live 
performance. 

 
Joshua McCormick (Barwon, North Western), $10,000 
Joshua is a proud Marrawarri man and artist who studied Art at TAS Armidale and creates works across 
mediums including painting and wood craft. Aboriginal art, culture and heritage is close to Josh McCormick’s 
heart, as both his grandparents (the late Aunty June Barker and Uncle Roy Barker) were renowned Elders of 
his community who spent their lives making artefacts, sharing dreamtime stories and striving towards equality 
for all people, building an understanding of the struggles of Aboriginal people. Today McCormick continues to 
promote and create art and share heritage and culture to all. 
 

• Program of Activity: JBM Contemporary Indigenous Art Fellowship Group  

• Joshua will implement ten art workshops at all three youth centres (30 in total) in Walgett, with art 
produced showcased at significant community events throughout the Shire. It is envisaged this 
initiative will unearth many young talented artists and form a self -sustaining local indigenous arts 
group.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

Victoria Pham (Summer Hill, Sydney), $10,000 
Victoria is a Sydney-based composer, archaeologist and artist currently based in Paris, France. She completed 
her studies in composition at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music and holds a Bachelor of Art 
(Archaeology/Art History) from the University of Sydney. She has been commissioned by Art Gallery of New 
South Wales Foundation and Maitland Regional Art Gallery and has worked with a number of ensembles such 
as Gondwana Choirs (Chorale and Cantique) and Sydney Conservatorium Wind Symphony. As an 
archaeologist, she has worked with the Australian Museum, National Museum of Mongolia, Nicholson Museum 
and the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History. 
 

• Program of Activity: Professional Development Program in Australia  

• Vickie’s proposed program will include composition lessons from previous teachers, further musical 
mentorship and see her return to performance lessons in percussion and conducting as well as 
visual arts and multidisciplinary work. Each mentor will provide her with intensive artistic support, 
particularly focusing on compositional process and the legal and business aspects of working within 
the classical music and fine arts business. 

 


